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Abstract
The basic principle of naturalness has driven the majority of the LHC program, but
so far all searches for new physics beyond the SM have come up empty. On the other
hand, existing measurements of SM processes contain interesting anomalies, which
allow for the possibility of new physics with mass scales very close to the Electroweak
Scale. In this paper we show that SUSY could have stops with masses O(200) GeV
based on an anomaly in the W+W− cross section, measured by both ATLAS and CMS
at 7 and 8 TeV. In particular we show that there are several different classes of stop
driven scenarios that not only evade all direct searches, but improve the agreement
with the data in the SM measurement of the W+W− cross section.
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1 Introduction
The impressive performance of the LHC has thrust theoretical physics into a state of some
confusion. The discovery by ATLAS and CMS of the Higgs boson [1], or something very
much like it, is an unparalleled triumph. That being said, it also brings the naturalness
and hierarchy problems to the fore. We now have to directly confront the possibility that a
fundamental scalar has been discovered in nature. In general, any weakly coupled solution
of the hierarchy problem should feature new states below the TeV scale. Unfortunately, no
such new states have been discovered so far by either ATLAS or CMS [2,3].
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is the most theoretically well-motivated and calculable solution
to the hierarchy problem. However, it is this very calculability which naively places it
under stronger tension than most other potential solutions. This is because the minimal
implementation of SUSY, the MSSM, predicts the Higgs quartic coupling solely within the
IR sector of the theory. While this predictive nature of the MSSM is one of its more desirable
features, accounting for the exact mass of the Higgs discovered by ATLAS and CMS requires
radiative corrections to the quartic coupling from particles within the MSSM. The dominant
radiative contribution comes from the stops, and a 125 GeV Higgs mass naively requires
stops above a TeV. This can easily be accommodated within the MSSM but somewhat
counteracts the supersymmetric solution to the hierarchy problem, since the same particles
which give radiative contributions to the quartic term in the Higgs potential also cancel its
quadratic divergences. This tension, with heavy stops required for a heavy Higgs but light
stops required for naturalness, is the so-called “little hierarchy problem” of the MSSM.
There are many model building solutions to the little hierarchy problem within SUSY.
Two important examples of theories which generate new Higgs quartic contributions without
heavy stops are the NMSSM/λSUSY [4,5] and additional D-term contributions [6]. In these
models, SUSY can in principle be fully natural, solving the hierarchy problem without fine-
tuning, provided that the stops are sufficiently light. This has motivated an extensive LHC
program at both ATLAS and CMS in an attempt to cover all possibilities to search for light
stops [7–12]. This logic also extends to other BSM models that solve the hierarchy problem,
with both major LHC collaborations [13] working to pin down generic top partners [14,
15]. Despite these efforts, no 3rd generation partners of SM particles have been found, and
lower limits on the masses of particles potentially responsible for naturalness are becoming
uncomfortably stringent [7–13].
Given these negative results it is especially important to understand where new physics
may have been missed. Of course, it is always possible that new particles are “just around
the corner” at higher mass scales, but naturalness prompts us to look for lower-lying hiding
places. A remarkable possibility is that new physics could still be very close to the electroweak
scale. Searches are typically based on being able to maximally separate new physics from
SM backgrounds. However, if new physics is very close to the EW scale it becomes difficult
to disentangle and searches lose their sensitivity. Related to this is the even more interesting
possibility that new physics already contaminates measurements of SM processes. Hiding
stops at low masses has been investigated by many groups in the past [16]. Particular
attention has been paid to the idea that stops could be at the same mass as the top quarks,
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or that they could decay via R-parity violation into a jet-rich final state. In both of these
scenarios the stop is very difficult to find. The absence of any anomalies means bounds are
set by living within the error bars of current measurements.
In [17] it was pointed out that not only could new physics be hiding in searches, but
based on existing LHC measurements it could in certain cases improve the fit to the data,
compared to the SM alone. The work of [17] was based on the W+W− cross section as
measured by both ATLAS [18] and CMS [19] at 7 TeV and with low luminosity at 8 TeV
by CMS [20]. Both experiments observed a total cross section ∼ 15 − 20% above the SM
expectation, disagreeing with the SM at the 1 − 2σ level individually, with a combined
significance of about 3σ. Furthermore, the excess seems to be concentrated near the center
of the kinematic distributions at moderate pT and invariant masses, while the tails are very
well modeled by the SM. These shape differences, apart from raising the significance of the
excess, could be suggestive of additional kinematically distinct contributions to the ``+MET
final state in which the W+W− cross section is measured.
In addition to the anomalies in the SM measurements, the control region for h→W+W−
with 0-jets is also higher than expected for run I [21]. This shows that, as long as the Higgs
results are to be trusted, the W+W− cross section anomaly will persist when ATLAS and
CMS finally release their full run I W+W− cross section measurements.
Ref. [17] proposed one possible explanation for this anomaly. It was shown that certain
Electroweakinos could improve the χ2 of the W+W− differential distributions significantly
compared to the SM, while evading all other direct searches at the time. Subsequent to
this, it was shown that scenarios involving a single squeezed stop [22] or light sleptons [23]
could also fit the data. In this paper we show that there are several more scenarios involving
stops than the one proposed in [22] that can also fit the W+W− anomaly. In particular we
show that there are scenarios where the third generation alone plays the role of generating
the signal, rather than relying upon a particular squeezing between a stop and chargino
as in [22]. Additionally, we also show that both stop eigenstates can be light and explain
the W+W− signal, thereby satisfying all naturalness requirements in the most important
sector of SUSY models. Finally it is also possible, in principle, to combine these results with
previous findings in [23], where the (g − 2)µ anomaly and the relic density of DM in the
universe are also explained.
In considering these light stop scenarios we do not address the Higgs mass within SUSY,
implicitly relying on one of the above-mentioned mechanisms for generating additional con-
tributions needed to account for the observed value of ≈ 125 GeV. This puts the discussion
of naturalness within SUSY on equal footing with, for instance, many composite Higgs mod-
els [24]. In principle the spectra and types of particles investigated here do not have to be
realized within a supersymmetric framework, and an alternative model with top partners
could also explain the W+W− excess with low mass particles.
Even putting aside the Higgs mass, there are other measurements that can indirectly
bound stops by their radiative contributions to Higgs couplings [25–27]. The introduction
of light stop partners can significantly enhance the h→ gg production process, constraining
the mass scales we are interested in. However, these constraints rely on combined cou-
pling fits, and the differences between ATLAS and CMS measurements significantly weaken
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constraints [26,28].
Taking all this into account, along with other relevant bounds from direct searches, we
demonstrate that stops can still be very light, allowing them to contribute their part of the
naturalness puzzle while simultaneously fitting the LHC data better than the SM alone.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review previously suggested BSM
explanations for the W+W− excess, and summarize the main features of the light stop sce-
narios we study in this work. Section 3 defines each scenario and studies its phenomenology
in detail, discussing improved fit to the data in the W+W− measurement, potential simul-
taneous explanation for the DM relic density and the anomalous (g − 2)µ, and bounds from
direct searches and Higgs couplings. We conclude in Section 4, with some technical details
of the Monte Carlo simulations outlined in Appendix A.
2 BSM Explanations for the W+W− Excess
The BSM scenarios in [17] and [23] explained the observed W+W− excess using electroweak
production of new particles, while [22] utilized strong production channels. In each case, the
new particles decay to a ``+ MET observable final state and mimick the dileptonic W+W−
signal. Any such spectrum has to escape detection by a multitude of new physics searches
for lepton-rich final states. Ultimately this led to a handful of viable scenarios to explain the
W+W− excess while remaining consistent with all other LHC data, which we review briefly
below. We also outline the new light stop scenarios we study in this work.
In [17] we explored electroweak production of charginos decaying into W+LSP. At a mass
of ∼ 110 GeV, a wino-like chargino has the required direct production cross section of a few
pb to explain the W+W− excess. However, this possibility is ruled out in simple gravity-
mediated scenarios, since χ02χ
±
1 associated production yields a large WZ signal which is
thoroughly excluded at that mass scale [29,30]. While Higgsino-like scenarios above the LEP
limit are not yet excluded [31, 32], their chargino pair production cross section is too small
to explain the W+W− excess. This led us in [17] to consider a gauge-mediated scenario [33]
with a ≈ 110 GeV chargino NLSP decaying to a massless gravitino. Neutralinos χ01,2 at ≈ 113
and 130 GeV decay to charginos via off-shell W± emission, which is mostly too soft to be
detected. This further enhances the chargino signal. Adding the chargino contribution to the
W+W− signal expectation in [18–20] greatly improves fit to data, both in terms of overall
cross section and shape agreement in all differential distributions. Strikingly, the signal
bins in which the SM correctly accounts for the data are not modifed, while the chargino
contribution is concentrated in exactly those bins where the SM expectation is below the
data. A side-effect of this spectrum is a sizable same-sign dilepton signature, which serves
as a smoking gun of the chargino NLSP scenario.
The W+W− excess could also be explained without producing any actual W -bosons.
In [23] we showed that ∼ 130 GeV sleptons decaying to dileptons and ∼ 75 GeV Binos also
have the correct cross section and kinematics to account for the W+W− anomaly.1 The
1 ˜`→ Wν˜ is not suitable. m˜`
L
−mν˜L is too small for LH slepton production to give correct kinematics
for the `` + MET final state, but large enough for it to be excluded by LEP searches if the RH slepton is
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light slepton scenario is compelling, since the spectrum preferred by W+W− also generates
the correct dark matter relic density by providing a sufficiently large t-channel annihilation
process for the Bino, and explains the anomalous (g − 2)µ measurement. The smoking gun
of this possibility is a predicted flavor-diagonal excess in W+W− . Ref. [23] also sets new
constraints on slepton scenarios by using the W+W− measurement as a new physics search.
The observation that diboson measurements can provide new BSM constraints orthogonal
to traditional high-MET SUSY searches (which cut away diboson background) is a general
one, and should apply to other scenarios as well.2
The above two possibilities involve relatively simple spectra, but the scale of new physics
has to be lower than about 150 GeV, otherwise the electroweak production cross sections
are too low to account for the W+W− excess. This restriction can be avoided if the BSM
states decaying to W ’s (or dileptons + MET) are colored. As mentioned in Section 1, [22]
proposed a squeezed stop scenario where a relatively light stop decays to a chargino (and
a soft, presumed undetectable b) with a mass gap of mt˜1 − mχ˜±1 . 10 GeV. In Fig. 1
this is called Scenario A. It effectively gives the chargino a strong production cross section,
allowing it to be as heavy as ∼ 250 GeV while still providing enough events in the W+W−
signal region to potentially explain the excess. The authors of [22] performed no differential
analysis within the signal region, but to replicate the kinematic shape fit of our original
chargino scenario [17], the mass difference between the chargino and neutralino LSP would
have to be about mW . We will confirm this in the next section.
In this work we suggest a qualitatively different mechanism for accounting for the W+W−
excess via QCD production as well as two other extended scenarios. Rather than using stops
to produce electroweakinos, W ’s can be produced directly from electroweak stop decay to a
light sbottom, which then has to be close in mass to a neutralino LSP to be undetectable.
This is Scenario B in Fig. 1. In Section 3 we perform a fully differential fit of both single
stop scenarios to the W+W− data, identifying the regions in the stop-neutralino mass-
plane that are preferred (or excluded) by the W+W− measurement while escaping stop and
sbottom direct search constraints. The best-fit point for both single stop scenarios is near
(mt˜1 ,mχ˜01) ∼ (220, 130) GeV.
While Scenarios A and B provide intriguing explanations of the W+W− excess using
colored particles, ultimately light stops are theoretically motivated for reasons of naturalness.
The single light stop scenarios are certainly interesting in this regard, but in both cases the
rest of the third generation squarks has to generically be heavy (near a TeV) to avoid direct
stop and sbottom searches [7, 35]. Therefore, in those cases naturalness in the stop sector
is only partially accommodated. This motivates us to explore the possibility of not just
one stop, but both stops and at least one sbottom below ∼ 250 GeV, shown in Fig. 1 as
Scenarios C and D. In both cases the stops are close in mass and decay either to charginos
or to W ’s directly, generalizing the above single-stop scenarios. As we will see below, both
on top of the spectrum to explain the W+W− excess.
2We checked whether the W+W− measurements provide new constraints on chargino pair production
scenarios, but the low cross section and preference of W+W− data for light charginos means that in this
case no new constraints can be derived. Ref. [34] directly searched for χ˜±1 → W + χ˜01, and also specifically
for the Chargino model presented in [17], but does not have sensitivity to cross sections relevant for SUSY.
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Figure 1: The four types of stop spectra which could account for the W+W− excess via
stop pair production, labelled Scenarios A - D. The top and bottom of the spectrum are
at ∼ 200 GeV and ∼ 100 GeV, with W ’s (green) being produced when decaying across the
big gap in the spectrum. Small gaps are . 10 GeV. The 2-body decays of each state are
shown as blue vertical arrows, with SM decay products on the right of each spectrum. The
red color for Z and b indicates that these are not produced from stop pair production but
from a different processes (direct χ˜02χ˜
±
1 and b˜1b˜
∗
1 production). The soft b’s (orange) should
be practically undetectable.
of these scenarios are viable, meaning the W+W− excess could already be pointing towards
a completely natural light SUSY spectrum. There are of course indirect constraints on
light third generation sectors. For instance, split LH squarks are subject to EW oblique
constraints [36]. Natural theories with light charginos and third generation squarks can also
generate deviations to b → sγ, as most recently shown in [37]. These constraints are easily
accommodated in scenarios A and B by making the light squarks mostly RH. In scenarios
C and D a careful analysis of the indirect constraints is a priori necessary. We do not
pursue this line of enquiry here, since the unspecified additional sectors, which account for
the observed higgs mass, could also reduce any loop-generated indirect signatures of a light
third generation.
Going beyond W+W− and naturalness, the new stop scenarios we propose could also
replicate some of the phenomenological success of the slepton scenarios in [23]. Firstly, the
presence of light sbottoms could make the Bino DM a thermal relic. Secondly, in the absence
of a chargino (Scenarios B and D), sleptons could sit between the LSP and the stop(s). The
light smuon could then account for the (g − 2)µ anomaly without being excluded by direct
searches. A plethora of new particles may await discovery below 250 GeV.
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3 Light Stop Scenarios
In this section we will show how each of the light stop scenarios in Fig. 1 could account for the
W+W− excess. In each case a χ2-fit over all kinematic distributions of the W+W− cross
section measurements [18–20] is performed, with preferred regions of the stop-neutralino
mass-plane identified by smaller values of χ2SM+stops/χ
2
SM. Details of the fit and Monte Carlo
simulation are included in Appendix A. We include in our analysis the constraints from stop,
sbottom and chargino direct searches, and find that they do not exclude one or two light
stops as explanations for the W+W− excess. In fact, as we outline below, chargino searches
may already hint at an independent confirmation of certain types of spectra.
The presence of light sbottoms in Scenarios B-D allows the Bino to be a thermal DM
candidate with correct relic density. The absence of charginos in Scenarios B & D also allows
light sleptons to be included, which can account for the measured deviation in (g− 2)µ. The
corresponding treatment of these issues for Scenario B in Section 3.2.1 carries over to the
subsequent scenarios. We also discuss Higgs coupling constraints on Scenario C & D with
two light stops in Section 3.3.1. They are not prohibitive, but will be an interesting probe
at the next run of the LHC.
3.1 Scenario A: One Light Stop, W from EWino
This is Scenario A in Fig. 1, originally proposed by [22]. A single light stop is pair-produced
and decays via soft b-jets to wino-like charginos, which then decay to a W and a Bino
LSP. The second stop could evade detection if it hides in the tt¯ background with a mass
of mt˜2 ≈ mt + mχ˜02 , but then sbottom constraints would exclude this scenario, see Fig. 3.
Therefore we assume the second stop to be heavier than ∼ 700 GeV to evade t¯t + MET
searches [7].
Fig. 2 shows the stop-neutralino mass plane, with mχ˜±1 ≈ mt˜1 − 10 GeV. (If the mass
difference were much larger the stop events would fail the jet veto of the W+W− mea-
surements.) The region above the red contour is excluded by the 13 fb−1 ATLAS 8 TeV
low-MET t˜ → b + χ˜±1 search.1 Lighter stop masses mt˜1 < 150 GeV are constrained by a
5 fb−1 7 TeV ATLAS search [12]. Applying the cuts from this search, and rescaling our
efficiency by 0.5 to reproduce the acceptances quoted in [12], excludes the region below the
green curve. Finally, the observed (expected) limits on χ02χ
±
1 → W + Z + 2χ01 from the
ATLAS 20fb−1 8 TeV trilepton search [29] are shown as a solid (dot-dashed) brown line.
Note the deviation between observed and expected chargino limits, which is due to a 2σ
excess in the SR0τa-bin01 of that search.
The solid (dashed) orange line shows the constraint obtained on this stop scenario by
each of the published W+W− measurements under the assumption of fixed (freely floating)
SM contribution. The obtained limits close the gap between the two stop searches, but are
superseded (in this scenario) by the trilepton limits.
The thin blue lines are contours of χ2SM+stop/χ
2
SM for the full shape fit across all published
1A recent 20 fb−1 update [11] does not significantly change the limits in our mass region of interest.
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(a) ATLAS 7 TeV 5 fb−1 [18] (b) CMS 7 TeV 5 fb−1 [19]
(c) CMS 8 TeV 3.5 fb−1 [20]
Figure 2: Regions of the stop-neutralino mass-plane excluded and preferred by the different
W+W− cross section measurements in Scenario A (”One Light Stop, W from EWino”). We
fix ∆m = t˜1 − χ±1 ≈ 10 GeV to avoid hard b-jets. Solid (dashed) orange line: 95% exclusion
from the W+W− measurement with fixed (floating) normalization of SM contribution.
Thin blue contours show values of χ2SM+stops/χ
2
SM, with the thick contour indicating the
region most preferred by the W+W− measurement. Exclusions from ATLAS stop searches
shown in red [38] and green [12]. Observed (expected) exclusion from ATLAS trilepton χ02χ
±
1
search [29] shown as solid (dot-dashed) brown line: note how an excess compatible with the
W+W− preferred region pushes the observed bounds down in Bino mass.
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differential distributions in each W+W− search. The actual value of this ratio is not very
meaningful, since the public data does not allow us to take all correlations into account for
the shape fit. Nevertheless, the result that some regions in the mass plane are preferred
over others and improve the fit compared to the SM alone is robust, and we indicate the
“most preferred regions” with a thick blue contour to guide the eye. Its vertical extent
is mostly given by the stop production cross section. A stop-neutralino mass-difference of
∼ mW is preferred to give roughly at-rest W ’s from chargino decay, improving agreement
in all kinematic distributions of the W+W− measurements. (If the kinematics were very
different, the stop contribution would fill in the wrong bins and worsen the disagreement
between expectation and data.) The best-fit point is near (mt˜1 ,mχ˜01) ≈ (220, 130) GeV.
The WW -preferred region is not excluded by either stop or chargino bounds. In fact, the
ATLAS trilepton search [29] should be sensitive to the stop spectra in part of the preferred
region, but the observed 2σ excess pushes the exclusion away from the preferred region.
This might be interpreted as very tentative evidence for this light stop scenario, from a
signal which is completely uncorrelated with the dilepton + MET final state in the W+W−
measurement.2
The pure Bino is a slightly problematic DM candidate within the MSSM, requiring non-
standard cosmological history to have the correct relic density. This is discussed further in
Section 3.2.1.
3.2 Scenario B: One Light Stop, W from Stop
In contrast to the first example where charginos were required to produce the W ′s in their
decays, W ′s can be produced with colored cross section simply via electroweak stop decay.
This is Scenario B in Fig. 1.
t˜2 is again assumed to be heavier than ∼ 700 GeV to evade direct searches and demon-
strate the minimal working parts necessary. The presence of a light sbottom decaying via
b˜1 → b+ χ˜01 is highly constrained, most importantly by a a 12.8 fb−1 ATLAS search [35], see
Fig. 3. However, these bounds can be avoided if mb˜1 −mχ01 . 10 GeV, since for such small
mass gaps sbottom decay is poorly understood, and it is possible for such spectra to evade
searches by failing b-jet requirements or single-track vetoes.
Again for simplicity we assume mostly right-handed t˜1 and b˜1 to decouple mb˜1 from mt˜1
and easily allow for mb˜1 ∼ mχ01 . (Mixed sbottoms can also be accommodated by adjusting
sbottom mixing, see Section 3.3.) Both states, t˜1 and b˜1, have to carry at least a small LH
component to ensure Br(t˜1 → b˜1 + W+) ≈ 1 and avoid a large t˜ → c + χ˜01 signal. Higgs
coupling measurements are not yet sensitive to a single light stop [26], while deviations due
to sbottoms are generically small, certainly so if the other sbottom is very heavy [42].
The kinematics of the BSM signal in the W+W− measurement is very similar to Sce-
nario A, so most of Fig. 2 applies here as well. The same stop search limits apply, but
there are no bounds from the ATLAS trilepton searches since there is no light wino-like
chargino/neutralino pair. With mb˜1 −mχ01 ≈ 10 GeV there are no sbottom bounds, and a
2The CMS trilepton search [30] has no sensitivity in this mass region.
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Figure 3: Bounds on a single sbottom decaying via b˜1 → b+ χ˜01. Black: LEP
√
s = 208 GeV
[39]. Purple: low-MET ATLAS 8TeV 12.8 fb−1 search [35]. Green: D0 5.2 fb−1 [40]. Orange:
CMS 4.7 fb−1 mono-jet recast by [41]. Gray: mb˜1 = mχ˜01 kinematic limit.
nearly identical region of the stop-neutralino mass plane is preferred/excluded by the W+W−
measurements. In the absence of a trilepton signal, these new bounds fill an important gap
between the stop searches.
3.2.1 Thermal Bino Dark Matter and (g − 2)µ
The pure Bino is a slightly problematic dark matter candidate within the MSSM. If it is the
LSP, its annihilation cross section is typically very small, leading it to overclose the universe.
(For a discussion see e.g. [43].) Scenario A can therefore not be realized within the standard
MSSM, and some additional mechanisms to dilute the Bino density must be present.
Bino annihilation can be enhanced in three ways. Firstly, if the Bino-like LSP has a non-
negligible Wino (Higgsino) fraction and its mass is near mZ/2 (mh/2), annihilation proceeds
through an s-channel Z (h) resonance. Secondly, if there is another sfermion close in mass
it is possible to co-annihilate both LSP and NLSP particle populations. Thirdly, if there is
a relatively light sfermion carrying hypercharge then it can mediate sizable annihilation via
t-channel exchange. Scenarios B - D feature light sbottoms between the LSP and stops in
the spectrum. The presence of this additional degree of freedom makes it possible to enhance
Bino annihilation to either make it a subdominant dark matter component, or to act as a
thermal relic with the correct relic density ΩCDMh
2 = 0.1196± 0.0031 [44].
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To understand the impact of a light sbottom we computed the Bino DM relic density
ΩBino using micrOMEGAs 3.6.9.2 [45] for different mχ˜01 ,mb˜1 assuming either b˜1 = b˜R or
b˜1 = b˜L.
3 In either case, we find that t-channel annihilation is insufficient to avoid overclosure,
due to the small hypercharge of sbottoms compared to sleptons. The only way to satisfy
ΩBino = ΩCDM with light sbottoms is via co-annihilation. For the Bino masses most of
interest, mχ˜01 ∼ 130 GeV, this requires mb˜1 ≈ mχ˜01 + 15 GeV for both b˜L and b˜R. This is just
on the border of exclusion in the ATLAS sbottom search [35] (see Fig. 3), so this mechanism
for generating the correct thermal relic density may be called marginally viable. At any
rate, if the sbottom is closer in mass to the Bino than 15 GeV then the Bino makes up some
fraction of the total DM density. This means the light sbottom scenarios are not excluded
by cosmological considerations.
Regardless of cosmological history, if a Bino-like LSP constitutes a significant dark matter
component then its higgsino fraction must be low enough to give a Higgs-mediated direct
detection cross section below current bounds. We checked that LUX direct detection bounds
[46] are satisfied for µ & 500 GeV.
Sbottom-Bino co-annihilation can make the LSP in Scenarios B - D a thermal relic in the
WW -preferred region. There is, however, potential to address yet another anomaly which
may hint at new physics. The absence of charginos in Scenarios B and D makes it possible
to insert sleptons into the spectrum between the stop and the LSP without affecting the
W+W− signal from stop pair production. High-MET SUSY searches are not sensitive to
sleptons in the “WW -funnel”, m˜`−mχ˜01 . mW [29]. In [23] we showed that such sleptons
below ∼ 150 GeV could account for the W+W− anomaly while simultaneously providing a
thermal Bino relic and serving as an explanation for the long-standing 3σ deviation in the
measured value of the muon anomalous magnetic moment (g − 2)µ [47]. Inserting sleptons
above ∼ 150 GeV into the spectrum of Scenarios B and D would not significantly affect the
W+W− signal or the relic density (which is annihilated away by sbottom co-annihilation)
but the light smuon could still explain (g − 2)µ.
In summary, light stop Scenario B can explain the W+W− excess, while also generating
the correct thermal Bino relic density and accounting for the venerable (g − 2)µ anomaly.
The conclusions of this subsection regarding relic density and direct detection can be
applied verbatim to the next two scenarios as well, since they do not meaningfully depend
on the stop spectrum or the composition of the lightest sbottom quark.
3.3 Scenario C: Two Light Stops, W from EWino
In the context of naturalness, one light stop is good but two light stops are better. In this
section and the next we will demonstrate that Scenarios A and B can be modified to have
two light stops.
Scenario C in Fig. 1 represents a simple extension on Scenario A, making the second stop
similarly light as the first one. The mass difference between the two stops has to be fairly
3We assume mh = 125 GeV is generated by the heavy second stop or by some new physics beyond the
MSSM for the scenarios with two light stops, so we fix the Higgs mass manually in the SLHA spectrum files.
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small to ensure that b-jet from t˜2 → χ˜±1 +b decay does not trigger the jet veto in the W+W−
measurements. This means the stops cannot have large mixing.
Making both unmixed stops near-degenerate will also introduce the left-handed sbottom
into the spectrum. Using the notations of [48], setting stop mixing to zero (Xt = 0) via
judicious choice of At for a given µ and tan β fixes the left-handed 3
rd generation squark soft
mass at tree-level to be
M2Q = m
2
t2
−m2t +
1
6
M2Z(4 sin
2 θW − 3) cos 2β, (3.1)
where we take mt2 to be the LH stop mass. (In practice there will also be some small stop
mixing and hence mass difference, to ensure both stops can decay to a chargino.) For zero
sbottom mixing, this gives a LH sbottom mass
mbL =
√
m2t2 +m
2
b −m2t +M2Z(sin2 θW − 1) cos 2β
≈ 1.6mt2 − (200 GeV), (3.2)
where the approximation in the second line holds to a few GeV in our stop mass range of
interest mt˜ ∼ 180− 260 GeV when tan β & 3. Without sbottom mixing we therefore expect
most of this Scenario’s parameter space to be ruled out by sbottom searches. However, one
can always lower the mass of the lightest sbottom by increasing mixing to satisfy mb˜1−mχ˜01 .
10 GeV, which removes sbottom constraints as discussed for Scenario B in Section 3.2. The
presence of light sbottoms could also help generate a thermal Bino DM relic (or annihilate
away the primordeal Bino abundance so it is a subdominant dark matter component), see
Section 3.2.1.
Two stops near 200 GeV would make the SUSY spectrum very natural, but within the
MSSM they can not generate sufficient loop corrections to lift the Higgs mass to 125 GeV.
There are, however, a myriad of extensions to the MSSM which introduce additional Higgs
mass contributions. As outlined in Section 1 we will therefore assume some such contribution
is present, and concentrate on direct consequences of these light stops.
Fig. 4 shows the stop-neutralino mass plane for this scenario with mt˜2 ≈ mt˜1 and small
sbottom mixing. The labeling is the same as Fig. 2, and the region preferred by each W+W−
measurement is shown by the thick blue contour. The purple line indicates the constraint
from the ATLAS sbottom search [35]. For unmixed sbottoms it excludes much of the WW -
preferred region, though some remains. However, increasing sbottom mixing can remove the
this constraint. The fully natural scenario with W+W− from electroweakinos is therefore
viable, and the trilepton excess in [29] could still be taken as tentative corroboration of this
spectrum.
3.3.1 Higgs Coupling Constraints
Two light stops can generate significant corrections to the loop-induced Higgs couplings (see
e.g. [26, 42]). Higgs signal strength measurements in different channels can already give
significant constraints on such deviations.
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(a) ATLAS 7 TeV 5 fb−1 [18] (b) CMS 7 TeV 5 fb−1 [19]
(c) CMS 8 TeV 3.5 fb−1 [20]
Figure 4: Regions of the stop-neutralino mass-plane excluded and preferred by the different
W+W− cross section measurements in Scenario C (”Two Light Stops, W from EWino”). We
fix ∆m = t˜1 − χ±1 ≈ 10 GeV to avoid hard b-jets, and make the two stops degenerate mt˜1 ≈
mt˜2 . There is no large sbottom mixing, so mb˜1 is given by Eq. (3.2). Solid (dashed) orange
line: 95% exclusion from the W+W− measurement with fixed (floating) normalization of
SM contribution. Thin blue contours show values of χ2SM+stops/χ
2
SM, with the thick contour
indicating the region most preferred by the W+W− measurement. Exclusions from the
ATLAS stop search shown in red [38]. Observed (expected) exclusion from ATLAS trilepton
χ02χ
±
1 search [29] shown as solid (dot-dashed) brown line. The purple line is the ATLAS
sbottom search [35], but this constraint can be removed by increasing sbottom mixing.
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As discussed recently in [26], these measurements naively exclude two light unmixed stops
near 200 GeV at the 3σ level. There are, however, important caveats to this conclusion.
Firstly, [26] assumes no other light particles in the spectrum. The presence of other Higgs
coupling modifications could loosen this constraint, especially considering that two light
stops already indicate the presence of additional new physics to raise the Higgs mass beyond
the MSSM expectation. Secondly, and more importantly, the CMS [49] measurement of
h→ γγ is about 2σ lower than ATLAS [50], which is somewhat above the SM expectation.
When only ATLAS Higgs measurements are considered, two 200 GeV unmixed stops are not
excluded [28].
The general lesson here is that constraints on SUSY spectra from Higgs coupling fits
must be taken with a degree of caution until disagreement between the two experiments
is resolved. Once the measurements converge they can be used to test Scenarios C and
D. Ignoring small sbottom corrections, the WW -preferred region of this scenario in Fig. 4
predicts a hgg and hγγ coupling that is 20 − 35% larger and ≈ 10% smaller than the SM,
respectively. The larger hgg coupling results in h→ V V ∗ signal strengths ∼ 40−60% larger
than SM, serving as an important prediction of these natural stop scenarios in the absence
of other coupling corrections.
3.4 Scenario D: Two Light Stops, W from Stop
Direct production of W+W− from stop decay can be made fully natural in a similar fashion
to W+W− from EWinos. This is shown as Scenario D in Fig. 1. Similar to Section
3.3, the two stops are again near-degenerate with mixing that is small but nonzero, to
allow both Br(t˜1,2 → χ˜±1 b) ≈ 1. There is some mixing in the sbottom sector to guarantee
mb˜1 − mχ˜01 . 10 GeV to escape sbottom searches, but the Higgs coupling correction of
this mixed b˜1 can always be made negligible with a heavy b˜2 [42]. Other Higgs coupling
considerations are identical to Section 3.3.1 and do not exclude this scenario.
The preferred region of the stop-neutralino (or stop-sbottom) mass plane is very similar
to that shown in Fig. 4, except by construction the sbottom bounds do not apply, and the
absence of charginos means there are no trilepton bounds. As discussed in Section 3.2.1 it is
possible for the Bino to be a thermal relic with correct abundance, and for sleptons inserted
between the stops and the neutralino to account for the deviation in the measured (g− 2)µ.
3.5 W from Sbottom
One could imagine inverting the scenarios shown in Fig. 1: Producing sbottoms instead
of stops, and possibly hiding stops by setting their mass very close to the neutralino LSP.
However, this is either not viable or already excluded.
Scenarios A and C, with W from EWino decay, cannot be inverted because the b˜→ χ˜±1 t
decay is 4-body and highly suppressed if the mass difference is small, and highly visible if it
is not.
Inverted Scenarios B and D, with one sbottom near ∼ 200 GeV and one or two stops
near the neutralino, could generate the required W+W− signal. This requires a tuned
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sbottom mixing to ensure Br(b˜1 → χ˜01b)  Br(b˜1 → t˜1,2W−) ≈ 1, which is equivalent to
tuning away the effective hypercharge of b˜1. The light stops then decay via the loop-induced
process t˜ → cχ˜01. However, such squeezed stops are the subject of dedicated ATLAS and
CMS searches [10], which exclude mt˜ < 250 GeV for arbitrarily small mt˜ −mχ˜01 . Since the
bottom of the spectrum has to be below ∼ 150 GeV to generate a suitable W+W− signal,
this eliminates the inverted Scenarios B and D as possibilities.
4 Conclusion
Naturalness prompts us to expect something beyond the SM near the electroweak scale. In
light of this expectation, the absence of convincing new physics signals in all searches to
date might be interpreted as painting a somewhat pessimistic picture. This has led to a
degree of soul-searching within the field, questioning the basic assumptions on which these
expectations are built. While this is a necessary exercise, it is important to understand that
the possibilities for electroweak-scale new physics are far from exhausted.
The excess in all W+W− cross section measurements [18–20] can be interpreted as (i) a
statistical fluctuation, (ii) an unexplained SM effect, or (iii) a genuine signal of new physics.
The first possibility is, by definition, somewhat unlikely, with the combined significance
of the excess being about 3σ, more if shape differences in expected and observed distributions
are taken into account.
The second possibility would require very unexpected effects from QCD NNLO correc-
tions [51]. If there were additional unexpected QCD behavior, it should manifest itself in
the measurement of ZZ production, but both ATLAS and CMS measure that cross section
to be in perfect agreement with the SM prediction [52]. Furthermore, the cross section for
ZZ production was recently evaluated at full NNLO for the first time in [53]. The effects
compared to NLO were found to be quite small provided that the gg → V V contribution to
the cross section was included separately at NLO (which it is by both ATLAS and CMS in
their W+W− and ZZ measurements). While this result cannot be transferred verbatim to
a full NNLO W+W− calculation, there is reason to believe the relevant effects should be
similar in size for both of these EW processes. Finally, jet veto uncertainties are addressed
in a recent pT -resummation calculation, which actually indicates the excess may be bigger
than reported by the collaborations [54].
The third possibility has been the subject of some enquiry, both by us in this and previous
papers, and other groups. Regardless of the particular interpretation, the mere fact that the
excess exists means that there is either evidence or at least possible room for new physics in
the W+W− measurement.
In [17] and [23] we showed that charginos or sleptons could account for the W+W− excess,
or, depending on one’s interpretation, that such low-lying spectra below 150 GeV could not
be excluded and remain open as possibilities. Producing W ’s by decaying stops to charginos
was first proposed in [22], realizing what we call Scenario A from Fig. 1. This suggested the
intriguing possibility that natural SUSY spectra might be hiding in the W+W− signal, or
(again) at the very least are not excluded.
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Scenario Explains W+W− Explains trilepton Natural SUSY thermal (g − 2)µ
excess [18–20] excess [29] spectrum DM relic
A Yes Yes partial No No
B Yes No partial possible possible
C Yes Yes Yes possible No
D Yes No Yes possible possible
Table 1: Summarized phenomenological consequences of the four stop scenarios illustrated
in Fig. 1. A thermal DM relic requires light sbottoms close to the Bino mass. Explaining
(g − 2)µ requires sleptons to be inserted into the spectrum. See Section 3 for details.
We showed in this paper that, in fact, several classes of spectra featuring one or two
light stops can serve as viable explanations of the W+W− excess without being excluded
by other searches. These new possibilities are shown in Fig. 1, and their phenomenological
consequences are summarized in Table 1. Scenario B introduces a qualitatively novel way of
producing W ’s from strong production via direct electroweak stop decay, while Scenarios C
and D make both strong W+W− production mechanisms fully natural. In each of these sce-
narios, the W+W− signal is explained by one or two light stops with masses near ∼ 220 GeV
and a neutralino LSP near ∼ 130 GeV. All of these scenarios predict additional particles,
charginos (A, C) and/or sbottoms (B, C, D) close in mass to the stops and neutralino re-
spectively. The light sbottoms might allow the Bino DM to be a thermal relic by opening up
a co-annihilation channel, and certainly remove overclosure bounds from the scenario, even
for standard cosmological histories.
Scenarios A and C are particularly intriguing in light of the ATLAS trilepton search [29],
which was expected to exclude much of the WW -preferred region of these scenarios but
instead observes an excess which is precisely consistent with the spectrum required to explain
the W+W− excess. Since this signal is completely uncorrelated from the dilepton + MET
final state of the W+W− measurements, it lends additional weight to these scenarios as
serious possibilities.
On the other hand, Scenarios B and D (without charginos) allow for the insertion of
sleptons between the stop and LSP, which can help explain the (g − 2)µ anomaly, carrying
over a desirable feature from the slepton W+W− explanation in [23].
In the fully natural scenarios the Higgs coupling to gluons is expected to be ∼ 20− 35%
larger than in the SM, with correspondingly enhanced signal strengths for gluon-initiated
Higgs production modes. This is in some conflict with CMS measurements but somewhat
favored by ATLAS, and also relies on the assumption that other coupling corrections are
absent. Of course, it is also important to understand that any new EW scale physics could
potentially contaminate Higgs search modes and change signal strengths from their SM
values. There could also be additional shifts in the Higgs couplings from whatever particular
mechanism generates the Higgs mass.
The fully natural SUSY explanation for the W+W− excess therefore makes some uni-
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versal predictions: stops near 220 GeV (which could be differentiated from the SM W+W−
signal by use of kinematic discriminants [22]), specific Higgs coupling corrections (if they
act alone) and a possible trilepton chargino-neutralino signal which may already have been
detected. The light sbottom near ∼ 130 GeV may also be detectable, if a fully inclusive
search is performed where a highly squeezed sbottom decay does not fail some reconstruc-
tion requirement or veto. Even if we assume that the W+W− excess is a fluctuation or
some under-estimated systematic error in the SM prediction, it is a necessary consequence
of that interpretation that the W+W− signal region is poorly constrained, and as a result
these fully natural SUSY spectra cannot be excluded at the present time. There is still hope
for naturalness.
Note
Simultaneous to our work, ref. [55] has also investigated the W+W− excess within a subset
of the SUSY models analyzed in this paper, and has come to similar results.
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A Monte Carlo Simulation
This appendix outlines how we determined regions of the stop-neutralino mass plane that
are preferred or excluded by the W+W− cross section measurements [18–20] in Scenario A
and C (Figs. 2 and 4).
For each mass plane, a grid of SLHA spectrum files with decay tables was created us-
ing CPsuperH 2.3 [56]. Stop pair production was simulated at LO using using Pythia
6.4/8.16 [57] (hard process/shower), and analyzed in a FastJet 3.0.3 [58] based analysis
code. Our detector simulation takes into account lepton isolation requirements, experiment-
specific identification efficiencies, and geometrical acceptances. Since we did not explicitly
include detector effects we verified all distributions against the standard MadGraph5(v2.1.1)
→ Pythia6→ PGS pipeline [57,59], and found no indication that our simulations were unreli-
able. (We corrected a bug in PGS to fix MET-smearing, but it did not affect our conclusions
in this case.) All production was rescaled to NLO production cross sections calculated
Prospino 2.1 [60].
This procedure resulted in predictions for each Scenario’s contribution to the various
kinematic distributions shown in the W+W− cross section measurements. This allowed us
to define a χ2 function for each point in each Scenario’s stop-neutralino mass plane in the
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following fashion:
χ2(rSM , rBSM ;mt˜,mχ˜01) (A.1)
which was obtained by comparing to experimental data the predicted SM contributions in
all kinematic distributions from [18–20], normalized by factor rSM , with the added BSM
contribution at the respective scenario’s mass point (mt˜,mχ˜01), normalized by factor rBSM .
We then defined a χ2 ratio
χ2(1, 1;mt˜,mχ˜01)
χ2(1, 0)
(A.2)
to evaluate how much the stop contribution improved (< 1) or degraded (> 1) agreement
with data compared to the SM at each mass point. This gave the light blue contours and
the W+W− preferred regions in Figs. 2 and 4. Since the experiments do not make full
likelihoods available the specific values we obtain for the χ2 are not exactly correct, but the
qualitative statement that certain regions of the mass plane are preferred should be robust.
Exclusions on the stop scenarios were obtained from the W+W− measurements in two
ways. To be conservative, one could decide not to trust the SM prediction for the total
W+W− cross section. In this case, we defined the best-fit χ2 for each point by minimizing
with respect to rSM :
χ2float(mt˜,mχ˜01) ≡ minrSM χ
2(rSM , 1;mt˜,mχ˜01). (A.3)
Stronger exclusions can be obtained by trusting the normalization of the SM contribtions.
In that case we simply define
χ2fixed(mt˜,mχ˜01) ≡ χ2(1, 1;mt˜,mχ˜01). (A.4)
Contours where χ2float(mt˜,mχ˜01) and χ
2
fixed(mt˜,mχ˜01) gave a p-value of 0.05 are given as 95%
CL exclusions (solid and dashed orange lines) in Figs. 2 and 4. The bound obtained with
floating SM contribution should be very robust even in light of possible future corrections
to the SM W+W− cross section calculation, unless they significantly change the expected
shape of kinematic distributions.
The sbottom bounds in all figures could be applied to our scenarios directly. The same
was true of the stop bounds (with the exception of some simple rescaling for Fig. 4), except
for the light stop search [12] which looked for the correct final state but did not supply
exclusions for the specific squeezed spectra mt˜ −mχ˜±1 . 10 GeV featured in our scenarios.
We recast this search by implementing the corresponding cuts in our simulation scheme,
rescaling our acceptances by 0.5 to match the expected BSM acceptances they supply, and
obtaining exclusions from the number of events they observe in each signal bin.
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